Supply Chain

With Bluezone Supply Chain ensure you
are working with a safe, qualified and
accountable supply chain

Bluezone supply chain
module will provide an
expansive solution to
pre-qualify, evaluate, audit
and monitor your entire
supply chain.

Did you know?:
The term “Blue Zone” describes
the healthiest places in the world
to live and with Bluezone manager
you can achieve a healthy, safe and
compliant working environment.

How can you benefit from the Bluezone Supply Chain Module:
Control Risk

Audit Ready

Protect your business and reputation by only working with compliant
partners.
The Bluezone RAG (Red Amber Green) system allows you to easily spot non-compliance and select those contractors or contractor staff members who are fully compliant and ready to go. Bluezone manager also allows you to identify gaps or risk in your supply chain by
highlighting the items in red or amber. Email notifications can also be set up
to notify the correct people in your organisation.

Bluezone manger continuously monitors supplier activity via daily alerts. You
also receive verifiable data to assess potential risk exposure within your
supply chain. Being proactive means bluezone manager ultimately offers
supply chain transparency.
You can easily show quality, safety, ethical and environmental data as well as
supporting documentation from your supply chain in audits (including ISO).
Be audit ready - always!

Central Location

The Chase is over
If you are constantly chasing suppliers for documentation and
paperwork -STOP!

Track and manage supplier and supplier personnel
documentation in one location.

Bluezone manager switches the onus to your supply chain.
Providing suppliers with a login to manage their documentation
via the bluezone portal.

Eradicate repetition of work within your organisation by
providing one location for all contractor information and
provide permission based access, to those who need it.

You are always given the opportunity to approve or reject and
provide feedback to your contractor.

Quality
With many of the recent scares ultimately coming from sub-suppliers/contractors rather than the main contractor, it is important to carry out due
diligence on your supply chain to manage your risk and reputation.
Ensure suppliers meet your safety and quality standards or be notified when
they do not.

Training
Provide suppliers with your eLearning training or induction*. This
can be done before suppliers arrive onsite and you can easily check
their status before allowing contractor(s) to begin work.
*when integrated with other modules.

Be in Control

Bluezone 5 Steps to Supply Chain Success
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Extending H&S compliance and competency to
your contractors
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Your Supply Chain
Log in & Upload

Approve

A sound working partnership is essential to
communication between the organisation and
achieve good health and safety performance when contractor.
working with contractors.
Choosing a Contractor
As an organisation, you work extremely hard to
build and maintain a culture of health and safety
For various reasons, organisations often need to
compliance.
engage contractors and the first step is selecting a
suitable contactor.
The same can be applied to contractors when
building a culture of safety and compliance which You will need to ensure that the contractor you
takes time and must be fully monitored to ensure choose can do the job safely and without risks to
success.
health, meaning you should ensure they have the
right combination of skills, experience and knowlEmploying contractors brings another dynamic
edge.
and care is required when ‘contracting out’
activities.
You should ask for a number of written assurances
such as:
All organisations involved must understand that
they share responsibility for safety and must
• Written health and safety policy
co-operate in managing risks.
• Safety Method Statement
• Existing risk assessments done for similar jobs
• Qualifications and/or proof of skills and experiWho is a Contractor?
ence
• Copy of health and safety information and
A contractor is anyone you get in to work for you
training provided to their workers
who is not an employee. Using contractors – for
• Copy of Employers’ Liability Compulsory
maintenance, repairs, installation, construction,
Insurance
demolition and many other jobs – is often routine • Ask about Subcontracting
in many organisations.
Finally, take care when you need someone
However too often accidents involve contractors
in hurry- don’t miss out on safety.
onsite because they have not been through the
correct procedures or there is a breakdown in
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You Decide

what documentation/qualifications you
need from your Supply Chain/Contractors
& their employees.
Set up the qualifications and send the
request.
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The more contractors the greater the
risk of something being overlooked.

The Perfect Supplier
101 Broadway
Newry
078 00 000 000
mary@perfect.com

Reminders

(all via bluezone manager)

manage your risk and reputation,
with reminders when items are
near due or overdue.
Repeat the process

Sometimes you may have more than
one contractor on site.
You need to think about how their
work may affect each other and how
they interact with your activities.

or Reject (sending a reason
back to your contractor)
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Spot Gaps/Risks

Proactively identify gaps/risks.
Bluezone creates a centralised location for
the collection and monitoring of
supply chain administration.

Bluezone Supply Chain Interface

